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Short Description
Designed by Singularity Computers and manufactured in the USA by Performance PCs.

These distribution plates fit into extra large chassis like the Phanteks Enthoo Elite. They are designed to be
used together when installing in these chassis and especially in the Phanteks Enthoo chassis to maximize the
design potential. This product offering allows you to choose a combo package of your choice of Dual Protium
200mm reservoirs that work in conjunction with these horizontal and vertical distribution plates. Additionally,
there are other accessories listed here that enhance the loop design thus making this a killer package deal.
We take the guesswork out regarding what is all needed by offering this ready to go pump and reservoir
combo extraordinaire!

Description
Designed by Singularity Computers and manufactured in the USA by Performance PCs.
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This combination of distribution plates, reservoirs, pumps and fittings fits next to the motherboard (in the
reservoir mounting area) of the Phanteks Enthoo Elite. They are designed to be used together in a dual loop
configuration. These distribution plates needs two Protium D5 Reservoir Combos to function along with 2 x
200mm reservoir tubes, 6x Bitspower Mini D-Plugs and 2x 25mm Extension Fittings (these are already preselected for you below). This distribution plate contains two loops, the GPU loop runs down to the horizontal
distribution plate and reenters in the middle, and the CPU loop runs up to the center and reenters at the top.
Protium 150 Reservoirs
Protium is a set of components for creating pump and reservoir combinations which increases performance,
mounting options, flow inlet/outlet options and will be a feature in your build. We set out to create the most
minimalistic and compact components, but at the same time providing the most options and compatibility.
Our components are refined in ways only possible due to our 15 years of experience in liquid cooling. Each
component is carved from a solid block of material on a CNC mill. Creating our different finishes, frosted and
polished acrylic is unique and takes a lot of effort to manufacture. Protium is designed for enthusiasts who
want to enjoy building systems with the freedom to create something individual.

Features
Installation:
Compatible with the Phanteks Enthoo Elite. Use the included x4 M4 22mm and x4 M4 Nuts to attach to the
reservoir mounting area next to the motherboard.
Phanteks Enthoo Elite: Align the distribution plate mounting holes with the mounting holes on the radiator
mounting panel which fits next to the motherboard on the Phanteks Enthoo Elite, and use the included x4 M4
22mm Button head Bolts and x4 M4 Nuts for mounting.

NOTE: Be careful if removing the Protium D5 Reservoir Combos to pull up evenly or the threads can be
broken due to leverage!

Protium Features:
Vastly increases loop design options.
Reservoir Cap can be rotated 360 degrees to face any direction.
Pump Top mounting system allows it to be mounted facing three directions.
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Ports at 90 degrees for cleaner tube routes.
Aluminum Reservoir Retention Ring for increased durability of Reservoir Tube & O-Rings.
Precision Machined Components from a solid block of high quality materials.
7 Ports 1 Outlet, 6 Inlets
3mm LED mounting holes in acrylic version on Reservoir Cap and Pump Top.
16mm Hardline Compression Fittings fit side by side on all ports directly.
Compatible with all D5 pumps including Aquacomputer Aquabus and D5 Next.
Direct to radiator mounting system with many mounting options (greatly expandable with our addons).
Protium Installation:

Singularity brought you the original Reservoir to Radiator mounting system. The Protium Ultimate 150 D5
Combo/Reservoir Combo comes with our Advanced 120/140 Back Plate. It mounts the combo directly to the
SC 84 Vertical distribution plate with the use of the Bitspower mini D-Plug fittings.

Specifications
Distro 84 Specifications:

Material: Clear Cast Acrylic.
Fasteners: Stainless Steel Silver.
Gaskets: Silicone Black.
O-rings: Silicone Black and Clear.
Ports: x10. Outlets: x2. Inlets: x2. 6 Ports for connection to Protium 200mm D5 Reservoir Combos.
LED Strip: DRGB 5V Addressable.
Dimensions: Width: 220mm. Length: 343mm.
Thickness: 16mm. Full thickness with Protium Combos

Distro 84 Included Items:

Phanteks Elite Verticall Distribution Plate: x1.
Spectrum 2.0 DRGB LED Strip: x1.
Mounting Fasteners: M4 22mm Button Head Hex: x4. M4 Nuts: x4.

Distro 85 Specifications:

Material: Clear Cast Acrylic.
Fasteners: Stainless Steel Silver.
Gaskets: Silicone Black.
O-rings: Silicone Black and Clear.
Ports: x4.
LED Strip: DRGB 5V Addressable.
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Dimensions: Width: 206mm. Length 509mm. Thickness: 16mm.

Distro 85 Included Items:
Phanteks Elite Horizontal Distribution Plate: x1.
Spectrum 2.0 DRGB LED Strip: x1.
Mounting Fasteners: M4 22mm Button Head Hex: x4. M4 Nuts: x4.

Protium Specifications:

Reservoir Tube: 150mm x 60mm With External Thread.
Reservoir Cap: Quad Port (Polished Acrylic Or Acetal).
Reservoir Retention Ring: 6061 Aluminium Anodised Black.
Reservoir Inlet Tube: Acrylic with G1/4” BSPP Thread.
D5 Pump Top: Outlets x1. Inlets x4. (Polished Acrylic Or Acetal)
D5 Pump Cover: 6061 Aluminium Anodised Black.
Reservoir Mount: 6061 Aluminium Anodised Black.
120mm Back Plates: 6061 Aluminium Anodised Black.
Stop Fittings: x6 Brass with Black Powder coat M5 Hex and SC Logo.
O-Rings: Clear Silicon Custom.
Stand Offs: Brass 6mm.
Fasteners: Stainless Steel: M4 8mm Button Head: x2. M4 10mm Countersunk x4.
Package Dimensions: H:28cm x W:10cm x L:10cm.
Product Dimensions: H:26.5cm x W:13.5cm. x L:9cm.
Product Dimensions (Without Mounts): H:26.5cm x W:7.6cm x L7.6cm.
Total Ports: x8. Outlets: x1. Inlets: x7.
Manufacturing Process: Materials CNC Machined from a solid block.
Materials: Cast Acrylic, Acetal (POM), 6061 Aluminum, Brass, Stainless Steel.
Protium Included Items:

Protium 150mm Reservoir Tube.
Protium Quad Port Cap (Polished Acrylic Or Acetal).
Protium Reservoir Retention Ring Black.
Protium Inlet Tube.
Protium D5 Pump Top (Polished Acrylic Or Acetal).
New Version 2 Protium D5 Pump Top:
Perfection is something which can never be achieved and so above all things we believe in
progress. We are now up to revision 43 of our pump top as we have been slowly trying to perfect
it over the years. After hundreds of small but important changes, we have now decided it is time
to announce our new version. Revisions include flow and performance optimizations, thickening
and strengthening. We have also improved our manufacturing process, precision and our surface
finishes, specifically our polished acrylic which is now truly crystal clear.
Protium D5 Pump Cover Black.
Ethereal Single 2.0 Reservoir Mount Black.
Back Plate Advanced 120/140 Back Plate.
Stop Fittings x6.
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Protium Reservoir O-ring x2.
Protium D5 O-ring.
Stand Offs Brass 6mm. x2.
Fasteners M4 8mm Button Head Hex Stainless x2. M4 8mm Countersunk Hex Stainless x4.

Phanteks Elite Distribution Plate Set Loop Route!
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Additional Information
Brand

PPCS

SKU

PPCS-DISTRO84-85-SET

Reservoir Type

Distribution plate

Tube Res Length

150mm

Pump Type

Laing D5 PWM

Vendor SKU/EAN

0738447961638

Product Options
SC 84 and 85 Distribution Plates Combo
Channelz™ Phanteks Elite Horizontal

$289.99

Designed by Singularity Computers and manufactured in the USA by Performance PCs.
This distribution plate fits onto the mid plate of the Phanteks Enthoo Elite. It is designed to be used together
with our Phanteks Elite Vertical Distribution Plate

Channelz™ Phanteks Elite Vertical

$259.99

Designed by Singularity Computers and manufactured in the USA by Performance PCs.

This distribution plate fits next to the motherboard (on the reservoir mounting area) of the Phanteks Enthoo
Elite. It is designed to be used together with our Phanteks Elite Horizontal Distribution Plate in a dual loop
configuration. This distribution plate needs two Protium D5 Reservoir Combos to function along with 6x
Bitspower Mini D-Plugs and 2x 25mm Extension Fittings (these can be selected below). This distribution plate
contains two loops, the GPU loop runs down to the horizontal distribution plate and reenters in the middle,
and the CPU loop runs up to the center and reenters at the top.
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SC Protium 200mm Reservoir Tubes (Required for proper height and installation)
Singularity Computers Protium Reservoir Tube – 200mm

$31.00

The Protium Reservoir Tube is compatible with all Protium
D5-Reservoir Combos and Reservoirs. It comes in 4 different
sizes so that you can change your Combo or Reservoir to
100mm, 150mm, 200mm or 250mm sizes. For protium D5Reservoir Combos this Reservoir Tube threads right into the
top of the pump top directly.
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Add D5 PWM Pumps
Aquacomputer D5 Pump Mechanics with RPM Signal

$85.99

The D5 pump body is the basis for an extremely powerful pump, it just
needs to be completed with a suitable enclosure to be used. An
electronically commutated ball motor is the basis of this pump and
ensires quiet and smooth operation throughout the whole lifespan of the
unit.
Speed and hence ﬂow rate can be set via a turning knob or via the input
voltage. A speed signal for monitoring of the pump's functionality is also
available for your needs.

Swiftech MCP655-PWM 12v Water D5 Pump Module - PWM
(Single Version)

$99.95

In response to the overwhelming demand and popularity of
the MCP655 Series Swiftech bring's you a more versatile
version. Want your pump to run as quiet as possible? Now
you can have that as well as the available power of the
MCP655 in the all new MCP655-PWM. That is right, a PWM
version on the MCP655!!

Aquacomputer D5 Pump Motor with PWM Input and Speed
Signal (Out of Stock)

$84.95

0

Watercool WCP D5-PWM 12V Pump (Out of Stock)

$89.95

The WCP D5-PWM is a DC pump using the spherical motor
design as developed by Laing. The only moving part in a
spherical motor pump is a spherically shaped rotor/impeller
unit, which is seated on an ultra-hard, wear-resistant ceramic
ball.

Watercool WCP D5-VARIO 12V Pump (Out of Stock)

$83.95

The WCP D5 is a DC pump using the spherical motor design
as developed by Laing. The only moving part in a spherical
motor pump is a spherically shaped rotor/impeller unit,
which is seated on an ultra-hard, wear-resistant ceramic ball.
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EK-D5 Vario Motor (12V DC Pump Motor)

$78.99

0

XSPC D5 PWM SATA Pump - Without Cover

$94.95

The D5 is the ultimate pump for PC water-cooling. It features
exceptional performance and unrivalled reliability. This
version of the D5 pump is PWM compatiable and can be
connected to the motherboard for speed control.
This pump ships without a front cover. You will require a D5
top or D5 reservoir in order to use this pump.

PrimoChill Enhanced D5 Liquid Cooling 12V Pump Motor PWM Enabled - Single Edition (Out of Stock)

$118.99

The Enhanced D5 Liquid Cooling 12V Pump Motor - PWM
Enabled is the revised version of the popular D5 PWM pump.
The Enhanced D5 is still a high reliability, high pressure
industrial pump, featuring a 50,000 hour MTBF (5 year
lifetime).

Watercool D5-VARIO (Out of Stock)

$77.50

The WCP D5-PWM is a DC pump using the spherical motor
design as developed by Laing. The only moving part in a
spherical motor pump is a spherically shaped rotor/impeller
unit, which is seated on an ultra-hard, wear-resistant ceramic
ball.
The conventional shaft, shaft bearings, and shaft seals have
been eliminated. The occurrence of bearing clearance – and
the associated increase of noise – is not possible due to the
principle involved. Consequently, the pump continues to
work quietly throughout its entire service life.

Watercool D5-PWM (Out of Stock)

$81.95

The WCP D5 is a DC pump using the spherical motor design
as developed by Laing. The only moving part in a spherical
motor pump is a spherically shaped rotor/impeller unit,
which is seated on an ultra-hard, wear-resistant ceramic ball.
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Protium Reservoir D-Plugs (For Connection to Distro)
Bitspower Mini D-Plug Set - G1/4" - Deep Blood Red Finish

$7.50

These new premium sealing plugs from Bitspower are
perfect to stop up tubing to change over blocks or to plug of
blocks and rads so they dont drip while you change your
cooling fluid. They can be inserted by hand with the beautiful
diamond knurled edges but, handy screw driver slot helps
tighten or remove them if they are wedged in a bit tight.
Perfect! Great looking new Deep Blood Red finish. Bitspower
Mini D-Plug Set - G1/4"

Bitspower Mini D-Plug Set - G1/4" - Deluxe White Finish

$8.50

These new premium sealing plugs from Bitspower are
perfect to stop up tubing to change over blocks or to plug of
blocks and rads so they dont drip while you change your
cooling fluid. They can be inserted by hand with the beautiful
diamond knurled edges but, handy screw driver slot helps
tighten or remove them if they are wedged in a bit tight.
Perfect! Great looking new Deluxe White finish. Bitspower
Mini D-Plug Set - G1/4"

Bitspower Mini D-Plug Set - G1/4" - Matte Black Finish

$7.50

These new premium sealing plugs from Bitspower are
perfect to stop up tubing to change over blocks or to plug of
blocks and rads so they dont drip while you change your
cooling fluid. They can be inserted by hand with the beautiful
diamond knurled edges but, handy screw driver slot helps
tighten or remove them if they are wedged in a bit tight.
Perfect! Great looking new black matte finish. Bitspower Mini
D-Plug Set - G1/4"

Bitspower Premium Mini Black Sparkle D-Plug Set

$6.95

This is the finest made fittings we have ever offered! This is
a special mini D-Plug set for direct connection on
watercooling parts, such as pumps, making removal
extremely easy. Can be use for any product that use G 1/4"
fittings. This fitting set is shorter than the BP-WTP-C07 part
when your hardware is in tighter quarters. These will screw
into any available port. Learn the name; Bitspower Premium
water cooling products!
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Bitspower Premium Mini Shiny Silver D-Plug Set

$6.95

This is the finest made fittings we have ever offered! This is
a special mini D-Plug set for direct connection on
watercooling parts, such as pumps, making removal
extremely easy. Can be use for any product that use G 1/4"
fittings. This fitting set is shorter than the BP-WTP-C07 part
when your hardware is in tighter quarters. These will screw
into any available port. Learn the name; Bitspower Premium
water cooling products!
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25mm Extension Fittings

Bitspower BP-BSWP-C62 G1/4" Black Sparkle IG1/4" Extender
- 25mm (Out of Stock)

$5.99

0

Bitspower BP-MBWP-C62 G1/4" Matte Black IG1/4" Extender
- 25mm (Out of Stock)

$6.50

0

Bitspower BP-WTP-C62 G1/4" Silver Shining IG1/4" Extender 25mm

$5.99

0

Bitspower G1/4" Deep Blood Red IG1/4" Extender - 25mm

$7.95

0
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Water Exhaust Fittings
Bitspower Touchaqua water-exhaust fitting (True Brass) (2
PCS )

$20.95

Bitspower Touchaqua water-exhaust fitting
Installed at the lowest point of your loop, the Bitspower 1/4"
threaded drain valve will make maintenance of your custom
rig a smooth operation. The built in leak free mechanism
means you simply need to replace the cap with the included
male fitting. As you tighten the fitting, it will press down on
the valve to set free your coolant flawlessly. Don’t forget to
pre-install a tub at the end of the male fitting, or things may
get messy.

Bitspower Touchaqua water-exhaust fitting (Deluxe White )
(2 PCS )

$21.50

Installed at the lowest point of your loop, the Bitspower 1/4"
threaded drain valve will make maintenance of your custom
rig a smooth operation. The built in leak free mechanism
means you simply need to replace the cap with the included
male fitting. As you tighten the fitting, it will press down on
the valve to set free your coolant flawlessly. Don’t forget to
pre-install a tub at the end of the male fitting, or things may
get messy.

Bitspower Touchaqua water-exhaust fitting (Glorious Silver)
(2 PCS ) (Out of Stock)

$14.95

Installed at the lowest point of your loop, the Bitspower 1/4"
threaded drain valve will make maintenance of your custom
rig a smooth operation. The built in leak free mechanism
means you simply need to replace the cap with the included
male fitting. As you tighten the fitting, it will press down on
the valve to set free your coolant flawlessly. Don’t forget to
pre-install a tub at the end of the male fitting, or things may
get messy.
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Bitspower Touchaqua water-exhaust fitting (Glorious Black)
(2 PCS ) (Out of Stock)

$14.95

Installed at the lowest point of your loop, the Bitspower 1/4"
threaded drain valve will make maintenance of your custom
rig a smooth operation. The built in leak free mechanism
means you simply need to replace the cap with the included
male fitting. As you tighten the fitting, it will press down on
the valve to set free your coolant flawlessly. Don’t forget to
pre-install a tub at the end of the male fitting, or things may
get messy.

Bitspower Silver Shining water-exhaust fitting (Out of Stock)

$14.95

Installed at the lowest point of your loop, the Bitspower 1/4"
threaded drain valve will make maintenance of your custom
rig a smooth operation. The built in leak free mechanism
means you simply need to replace the cap with the included
male fitting. As you tighten the fitting, it will press down on
the valve to set free your coolant flawlessly. Don’t forget to
pre-install a tub at the end of the male fitting, or things may
get messy.
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Temperature Stop Fittings

Bitspower G1/4" Royal Blue Temperature Sensor Stop Fitting

$13.95

Bitspower G1/4" Royal Blue Temperature Sensor Stop Fitting

Bitspower G 1/4" Deluxe Red Temperature Sensor Stop
Fitting

$12.95

Bitspower G1/4" Deep Blood Red Temperature Sensor Stop
Fitting

Bitspower G 1/4" Deluxe White Temperature Sensor Stop
Fitting

$12.95

0

Bitspower G 1/4" Matte Black Temperature Sensor Stop
Fitting (Out of Stock)

$10.95

Product Details:
This is the ﬁnest made temp Sensor ﬁtting we have ever oﬀered! This is
a special stop ﬁtting that can be used to measure the temperature of your water
cooling loop by ﬁtting in any G 1/4" threaded port in your reservoir or block with
an extra port for installation. Learn the name; Bitspower Premium water cooling
products!
Features:
• Special Design for PC Water Cooling Temperature Detect
• Fit All Temperature Display Device
• Perfect Surface treatment
• Hidden O-Ring Design
Speciﬁcations:
• Material : Hi Quality Brass with Black Sparkle coating Thread : G1/4"
• Temp. Range : -30 - 105C
• Wire Length :900MM
• Single : 2-PINs

Bitspower G 1/4" Black Sparkle Temperature Sensor Stop
Fitting

$8.99

0
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Bitspower G 1/4" Silver Shiny Temperature Sensor Stop
Fitting

$8.99

0
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a-RGB Controllers, Splitters, Accessories

5V/3-pin AURA RGB Extension Adapter Cable (1-2)

$6.99

Addressable RGB cables are the perfect accessory

5V/3-pin AURA RGB Extension Adapter Cable (1-3)

$7.99

Addressable RGB cables are the perfect accessory

5V/3-pin AURA RGB Extension Adapter Cable (1-4)

$8.99

Addressable RGB cables are the perfect accessory

5V/3-pin AURA RGB Extension Adapter Cable (1-5)

$9.99

Addressable RGB cables are the perfect accessory

SATA Power To 5V 3pin ARGB Controller Use For Bracket Fan
Water Block Or Other 5V 3PIN argb Lights

$29.99

Addressable RGB hub 5v 3pin. Great for adding additional
Argb strips and argb fans

5V 3-pin RGB 10 Hub Splitter SATA Power 3pin ARGB Adapter
with 50CM Extension Cable for Asus Motherboards

$15.95

This 5V 3Pin ARGB HUB Splitter is used to expand the ARGB
interface on the motherboard. One ARGB interface can be
divided into 10, which is used to uniformly control multiple
fans and lamp strips that support the dimming of the
motherboard.
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Darkside 5v 3-pin D-RGB 2-Way splitter cable – Jet Black
Sleeved

$6.99

This is a 2-way D-RGB LED power cable for 5 volts, 3-pin
variation of RGB lights. Three Male-Male adapters included
with this adapter cable.

Darkside 5v 3-pin D-RGB 3-Way splitter cable – Jet Black
Sleeved

$7.50

This is a 3-way D-RGB LED power cable for 5 volts, 3-pin
variation of RGB lights. Four Male-Male adapters included
with this adapter cable.
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